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Abstract 
 

Inflation affects us all, whether you are heading out to the supermarket to buy groceries, shopping 

for a used car, or looking to invest in the S&P 500. Milton Friedman, a Nobel laureate in 

Economics, famously said, “Inflation is taxation without representation.” For something that is an 

intimate cornerstone of modern monetary policy, the process through which inflation is calculated 

and reported remains quite archaic. The current centralized approach, which is orchestrated by 

central banks has the potential for manipulation at various stages, ranging from opaque data 

collection practices to inflation calculation methodology. Trust in public institutions such as the 

US Federal Reserve, is weakening by the day and there is a growing need for an alternative and 

transparent process to calculate inflation data, both by retail consumers and private financial 

institutions. 

 

Meanwhile, Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is growing at a staggering pace both in terms of volume 

and the sophistication of products offered. One of the most essential inputs for these new financial 

instruments will be interest rates, both from the meatspace and the crypto world. A huge majority 

of these interest rates would be calculated using price changes for individual items or various 

aggregations of such items, depending on the application. We expect a massive demand for such 

inflationary data in the future and see it as a huge potential opportunity. Furthermore, the 

application of trustless inflation data could be utilized as inputs to power a variety of possible 

algorithmic Unit of account designs that are not pegged to fiat, but are instead pegged to 

purchasing power and shall decouple from fiat over time as inflation takes hold.    

 

We plan on addressing the concerns outlined above by instituting a Decentralized Autonomous 

Organization (DAO) that will have as its flagship product a decentralized, censorship-resistant 

inflation dashboard based on transparent, verifiable data and inflation logic. This will be powered 

initially using the Ethereum blockchain, the persistent storage infrastructure Arweave, and 

decentralized Oracles. Cryptographic techniques such as proxy-re-encryption and zero-

knowledge proofs will be utilized to prove data authenticity and provenance. Our mission is to 

reimagine inflation research and reporting for the digital age through an engaged crowd-sourced 

community of users and experts, as well as other scalable, programmatic tactics, such as data 

scraping online marketplaces such as Amazon, Walmart, and others. The following sections will 

outline our strategies to penetrate the US market initially and how we plan on delivering a solution 

eventually on a global scale.  
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Inflation: An Overview 
 

Inflation is the rate at which prices increase over time. The most common measure that most 

people are familiar with is the Consumer Price Index (CPI). This is the figure that is quoted as 

inflation in the US and is supposed to give a general idea of how the price of a basket of items in 

an urban household changes over time. 

 

The basket comprises various categories of items such as housing, food and transportation. In 

order to calculate inflation, a reference year is selected and the basket is fixed. For example, let’s 

set 2020 as a reference year for our purpose and select a fixed basket of goods. Let’s say that 

the price of that basket of goods was $100 in 2020 and is $105 in 2021. This would mean that the 

price of the basket increased by 5%. This is the inflation rate. 

 

The above was to give a basic idea about the idea of inflation. However, it is not exactly that 

simple in practice. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) spends millions of dollars a year in data 

collection, economic research and reporting1. 

 

Current State 
 

Inflation is a hotly contested issue among experts and the discussion has only intensified since 

COVID struck back in March, 2020. The Federal Reserve printed around $3 trillion dollars in 

currency between March and June to keep interest rates low and stimulate demand in the broader 

economy2. This seems to be working out great for the stock market and other asset prices, which 

have soared to unprecedented levels since the pandemic struck but things haven’t been looking 

rosy for the average American3. In fact, herein lies the major issue: the divide between the haves 

and have-nots4. 

   

In actuality, all that extra money printing might be leading to a much higher cost of living for the 

average American than the government reported data suggests. Home5 and used car prices6 

have experienced tremendous growth, prompting some experts to ring the alarm bells. The Fed’s 

official position has been that this uptick is “transitory” and that things should be back to normal 

soon7. The latest numbers show a concerning upward trend, suggesting that higher inflation 

numbers might be here to stay8. 

 

However, there have been questions raised about the very basis on which these analyses are 

based9. The data supply chain for inflation research and reporting is far from perfect and one can  

reasonably expect that the insights derived from such a framework could have a lot of scope for 

error. Moreover, there are real conflicts of interest in place for the governing bodies of the world 

to want to adjust reported data to place them in the best light possible, lest there be uprisings10.  
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Systemic Issues 

 

A huge part of the problem seems to be an opaque and slow data supply chain. Since the BLS 

still follows an antiquated survey process, there are some glaring basic issues with the reporting 

of probably the most important interest rate in the world: 

 

1. The process is extremely slow by modern standards. The inflation rate is generally 

reported three weeks after the month ends. In an age when real-time, high-frequency data 

is the norm, this significantly limits the ability for all market agents to adjust in a timely 

manner. 

 

2. There is no transparency to the data collection and reporting process. For a rate that 

impacts such a large populace, the lack of any sort of auditability leaves a lot of questions 

unanswered regarding data integrity and validity. We are supposed to take the final 

number at face value with limited scope for process scrutiny. 

 

3. The current inflation metrics mainly take into account urban areas. These areas have 

higher incomes on an average and their consumption patterns are different from people 

living outside cities. In times when wealth inequality is such a burning issue, not having 

access to accurate inflationary data can severely limit the ability for financial planning. 

 

There are more pointed critiques of the validity of CPI and whether it reflects the true inflation 

rate: 

 

1. It is a hypothetical measure based on consumer beliefs. For example, the housing costs 

data is collected through a survey of homeowners regarding at what price they would rent 

out their property. In an age of Zillows and Airbnbs, this method of data collection seems 

outdated and can lead to substantial inaccuracies since it is not based on actual 

transaction data. 

 

2. It fails to meaningfully account for substitution bias exhibited by consumers11. 

 

3. It has limited ability to deal with increase in the quality of items over time and might be 

biasing upward as a result12. 

 

4. People’s consumption patterns have changed rapidly through the mainstream adoption of 

the internet but a lot of these items (eg. Netflix subscription, Uber Food Delivery) have not 

been taken into account in the basket of goods13. 

 

5. It still heavily relies on an archaic process of conducting surveys through field visits and 

phone surveys. Such a data collection process is bound to have inaccuracies. 
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While the CPI is flawed and there are other alternatives such as indexes based on Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE), none of them 

consistently successfully model the underlying economic factors to reflect a true rate of inflation. 

 

Proposed Solution 

 
We plan on addressing the issues mentioned above by creating a DAO14 called UnitDAO, built 

around consumer oriented web and mobile dApps15 that foster independent, high quality price 

data collection and related inflation research. To realize these products, we aim to utilize the 

power of decentralized tools such as Arweave16 and oracles to create an audit trail of price data 

and inflation calculation logic on the Ethereum17 blockchain. Issuance of UnitDAO token would 

encourage community participation, organize governance and provide utility for parties that 

interact with the DAO ecosystem. Contributors would be incentivized through such tokens for their 

participation in activities such as price data crowdsourcing, economic research and data analysis. 

UnitDAO would generate revenue by providing clients access to its data stores and research 

through proxy re-encryption. This revenue would be managed by UnitDAO treasury to accordingly 

reward contributors and account for future projects. We aim to harness decentralized storage on 

Arweave to back up UnitDAO data, code and design documents in case such an initiative is 

targeted for censorship.  

 

In the first phase, the dApps would feature an inflation dashboard that allow the user to view 

inflation metrics and verify the data and calculations behind those metrics. Basic dashboard 

features would be accessible to all users. Personalized basket configurations and customized 

inflation calculation logic would be possible for those who hold the DAO token and are willing to 

spend gas. This dashboard would have an accessible, purposeful, yet attractive UI that feels 

inviting to users. We plan on starting simple and scale meaningfully by adding features through a 

robust DAO governance system overtime to adjust data governance models and other major 

decisions. 

 

These web and mobile dApps would be driven by a backend that has at its foundation the following 

values: 

 

● Transparency: The users would be able to verify the price data and inflation calculation 

logic behind the dashboard visualizations. 

 

● Censorship-Resistance: The governance process would ensure that no single actor 

would be able to manipulate the data and logic underpinning the dashboards. 

 

● Reproducibility: The price data stored on Arweave and inflation calculation logic stored 

on the a blockchain like Ethereum would aid in independently reproducing and verifying 

the numbers a user sees on the dApps. 
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● Decentralization: The very nature of a DAO would ensure that decentralization is not just 

a pipe dream but a reality from the beginning. 

 

● Flexibility: A modular smart contract architecture would allow these products the freedom 

to scale as desired without compromising on the other values listed above. 

 

A sustainable revenue model would be based on the DAO selling access to this collected data 

and research services to interested buyers. These buyers could come from traditional finance 

institutions such as hedge funds looking for alternative data sources to manage their 

investments18. However, we expect a much bigger buyer base to increasingly arise from the world 

of DeFi as the market grows in size19 and inflation derivatives gain traction20. Revenues generated 

through these means would help pay DAO contributors for their efforts and ensure a well-

capitalized DAO treasury for future outlay. We expect to start with the US market through a small 

multidisciplinary team to deliver the flagship products and progressively decentralize starting from 

the very beginning. 
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Product Ecosystem 
 

Web Dashboard & Mobile App 

 

Introduction 
 

Creating a simple, clean and functional inflation dashboard underpinned by the principles of 

decentralization is the need of the hour. Apart from the systemic data supply chain issues already 

discussed, we noticed that there is no modern inflation visualization application. The Bureau of 

Labor Statistics’ website is a maze to maneuver with no central user-friendly inflation dashboard. 

We plan on filling the gap for such a product by creating a web dashboard that has a robust 

backend along with an aesthetic frontend.  

 

Our dashboard would be based on a smart contract architecture that allows for ample flexibility to 

calculate inflation through multiple methodologies. Even if the CPI data could be relied upon, the 

methodology used to calculate it has been questioned for quite some time – there is no 

transparent data governance model that is auditable and tamper-resistant. It seems like no single 

inflation calculation model works all the time and this is why a modular smart contract architecture 

would be essential to power such a dashboard. 

 

 
A UI/UX mockup of the web dashboard  

The mockup can be browsed here 

 

 

 

https://www.bls.gov/cpi/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/ff8d07f9-6379-4c32-a75d-1d5bcb479c12-aade/screen/23f0c663-17af-4e04-9bcb-4913818aa2aa
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We plan on building a complementary mobile application with the web dashboard. One of the 

main reasons for such a development decision is that it will allow users to become Data Runners 

(see below in “Users” section) by scanning in price tags and receipts accompanied with geo-

location data, and getting rewarded in return. In addition to this, users could use the mobile app 

to get rewarded through validating data submitted by other users, crowd-verification so to speak, 

and verifying prospective DAO Participants’ pseudonymous identity. An almost identical version 

of the web dashboard would be available on the mobile app as well. 

 

 
Mobile App UI/UX mockup screens (L-R): Dashboard, Earn Menu and Receipt Scanner 

The mockup can be browsed here 

 

Both the apps would be maintained and upgraded by UnitDAO and underpinned by the same 

smart contract architecture. The data and research assets of UnitDAO would be leveraged as 

products and offered for sale to Data Consumers. This would ensure a monetization source and 

help capitalize the UnitDAO treasury, which in turn would then reward its’ participants for 

performing DAO duties.  

 

  

https://xd.adobe.com/view/4a09c29b-25ba-4a7a-97d9-55cdf61f24b6-1f5a/
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Users 
 

The web and mobile apps would cater to a variety of users, depending on their needs. We expect 

the following user segments to drive dashboard adoption and monetizability: 

 

1. Casual Users: These users are intrigued by the phenomenon of inflation and browse the 

dashboards intermittently. They are not looking to engage deeply with the app ecosystem 

but merely want to access a reliable alternative to the CPI for personal usage. They do 

not participate in DAO governance or as Data Runners, although they might hold tokens 

bought on the open markets. 

 

2. Data Runners: These users are looking to make money by primarily uploading price tag, 

barcode or receipt data on the mobile app and validating data submitted by other Data 

Runners. They would be compensated with a combination of DAO tokens and a stablecoin 

for their services. If they cross a certain token threshold and satisfy decentralized identity 

requirements, they may participate in DAO governance. Each month there may be a large 

basket of goods that we track in every state/jurisdiction in the United States. Reward 

incentives may adjust accordingly to incentivize Data Runners to collect the required price 

data across an array of products we’ll be tracking. 

 

3. Data Consumers: These users are interested in leveraging the DAO’s decentralized data 

store and/or advanced inflation calculation tools. These could be entities like a hedge fund 

manager looking to get deeper insights on an e-commerce based sub-index through 

purchase of a dataset or a DeFi protocol which uses a calculated inflation rate to settle 

derivatives smart-contracts or benchmark interest rates. Such data consumers would have 

their access facilitated through proxy re-encryption21 or Zero-Knowledge technologies22 to 

prove data accuracy, and will be core drivers of the UnitDAO’s revenue model, since our 

token would be required for data access. 

 

4. DAO Participants: A community of our participants would run the DAO and engage in 

activities such as data analysis, software development and economic research. They 

would steer the DAO through participation in governance proposals and be compensated 

accordingly through the DAO’s treasury.  
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High Level Ecosystem Architecture 

 
Our dApp ecosystem would be driven by a Distributed Compute Network that performs the 

following storage, compute, and Oracle reporting functions: 

  

1. It would act as temporary data storage for partner/web-scraped data before that data gets 

backed up on Arweave and the hash of the data furthermore imbued on the Ethereum 

blockchain. We understand that this could prove to be a centralized vulnerability in the 

design and it is for this reason that we plan on incentivizing a set of node operators to 

participate. This distributed database would also store more commonly processed data on 

the inflation dashboards so that there is no need to incur a gas fee every single time the 

same data is requested. 

 

2. The distributed database would also be able to provide a smoother, faster experience to 

the end user on the dashboards while maintaining auditability features. For example, the 

checksum from the original data’s hash on the Ethereum blockchain could be stored on 

the distributed database and displayed to the end user on the dashboards. This checksum 

could then be used by the client-facing app to query the blockchain for a data point’s hash, 

thus allowing for auditability of individual data points, if so desired.  

 

 
A visual representation of interaction between dApp system components 
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Smart Contract Architecture 
 

Given our need to calculate inflation data in a flexible manner with room for multiple approaches, 

we think implementing the EIP-2535 contract standard perfectly suits our use case. It is also 

known as a “diamond pattern” and allows for extending contract functionality, composability and 

efficient organization of code and data. 

 

The diamond standard utilizes a single contract called “the diamond” which uses a fallback 

function to delegate function calls from the user to separate contracts called facets. This ensures 

that the contract size limit of 24 KB is not a limiting factor when it comes to upgrading a diamond 

pattern since the diamond contract has to only store the facet mappings and essential state 

variables while the facets can handle the logic. 

 

There are numerous other advantages to using a diamond standard in general but some crucial 

ones for our ecosystem are: 

 

1. Shared Facet Internal Functions and State Variables: Calculating inflation is a data 

intensive task and we would ideally like to have as much data on chain as possible to aid 

auditability. Implementing the diamond standard will allow us to realize this goal by 

reducing facet sizes through shared functions and state variables. 

 

2. DAO Control: One of the facets in the diamond pattern implementation would be a DAO 

facet. This facet can be used to carry out fine-grained and modular updates by DAO 

participants, depending on their privileges. 

 

3. DiamondCut Events: Each time an update is made to the diamond pattern 

implementation, an event called DiamondCut is implemented. These events can be filtered 

from the Ethereum blockchain to show all historical changes made to a diamond and 

hence further bolster transparency. 

 

Our aim is to implement the diamond standard in a manner that allows for the maximization of 

benefits listed above while ensuring that we optimize for concerns such as gas cost, redundant 

code and future logic scalability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-2535
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A visual representation of the diamond framework for the UnitDAO app ecosystem. Please note that 

connections among facets have been omitted to maintain visual coherence 
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Below is a brief description of the facets in the UnitDAO diamond: 

 

1. Index Attributes Facet: Implements logic related to Price Indexes (Laspeyres, Paasche, 

Superlative etc.)23, Income Level Categorization, Urban vs Rural and other such broad 

lines along which indexes could be calculated. 

 

2. DAO Facet: Executes logic related to DAO functions such as proposal creation, voting, 

token allocation, module maintenance etc. 

 

3. Index Facet: Handles logic related to calculation of index values that get displayed on the 

dashboard or provided to Data Consumers. This facet would inherit functions and/or state 

variables from other facets such as Index Type Facet, Weights Facet and Sub-Index 

Facet. 

 

4. Sub-Index Facet: Handles the calculation of sub-index values. An example of a sub-index 

is Clothing and Footwear that makes up one of the categories used to calculate the final 

inflation index. A Sub-sub-indices facet is not included in the architecture since that would 

exorbitantly increase gas costs. We plan on calculating such indices off-chain. 

 

5. Weights Facet: Executes logic related to choice of mathematical computation method 

used for index and sub-index calculation such as arithmetic mean, geometric mean or 

other more advanced methods. 

 

6. Permissions Facet: Handles logic for various permissions within the architecture, ranging 

from user data access privileges to DAO participant scope. 

 

7. Data Sources Facet: Contains logic pertaining to data sources such as quality checks 

and alerts. 

 

8. Data Transfer Facet: Executes logic related to data transfer arrangements between the 

DAO and Data Consumers, including subscription terms, scope of data transfer etc.  
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Data Sources 
 

Quality price data is the essential ingredient to fuel the inflation dashboards that the DAO builds. 

We plan on utilizing three data sources in the beginning and having room in the smart contract 

architecture to add more features as the product scales and the DAO attracts more capital and 

interest: 

 

1. Web-Scraped Data: Price data scrapers for sites like Amazon, Walmart, BestBuy etc. 

would be built by a small experienced team that takes care of scraper development, proxy 

management and data parsing. Our goal would be to generalize these scrapers as much 

as possible by leveraging the fields of information extraction and unsupervised machine 

learning. We expect more challenges in collecting data for developed countries since e-

commerce marketplaces in these markets have stricter automated controls against 

scraping. 

 

2. In-Store Price Receipts: The mobile app would enable users to upload their price 

receipts for an in-store purchase or even simply price tags, coupled with geo-location data. 

While we don’t need any personal identifiable data, having the geo-location data will help 

us sort the various items in the products we track and also allow us to parse data based 

on location. In case the receipt is valid, the price data, along with other attributes such as 

quantity and category would be picked up by the mobile app’s OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition) engine, organized accordingly, and stored as a JSON object on the 

distributed database that will be periodically backed up on Arweave, where we have been 

provided a $50K Grant already. The data would be validated through automated 

measures as well as peer prediction mechanisms such as Determinant based Mutual 

Information Mechanism24. 

 

While the data sources above should take care of raw price data, they will be unable to provide 

us with weights needed for index calculations. Such a need can be fulfilled either by having access 

to actual expenditure data for goods and services or extrapolating from private industry reports. 

Having direct access to data from e-commerce or credit card companies would be the ideal 

solution here. We are currently exploring such partnership avenues through one of our 

connections who are part of the Mastercard Crypto Start Path program. 

 

We expect initial gaps in certain categories of data such as house or car prices. In order to address 

this, we plan on introducing Data Bounties on the mobile app in order to attract users to furnish 

such data in return for moderate rewards. 

 

 

  

https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/2021/july/mastercard-launches-new-start-path-cryptocurrency-and-blockchain-program-for-startups/#:~:text=Mastercard%20announced%20today%20a%20new,assets%2C%20blockchain%20and%20cryptocurrency%20companies.&text=GK8%20(Israel)%20is%20a%20self,true%20air%2Dgapped%20cold%20vault.
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UnitDAO 

 

Introduction 

 
We started out with the core purpose to devise a new, better way of calculating and visualizing 

inflation data in a trustless manner, but soon realized that any rigid approach to looking at inflation 

indicators could be limiting in nature. Inflation is a nuanced topic, defined in multiple ways and 

varies based on multiple factors. Moreover, it requires expertise in highly technical areas of 

economics research, data science and software development. It seemed to be a great use case 

to structure the operation as a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). This is exactly 

why UnitDAO was envisaged. 

 

UnitDAO will allow these initial ideas to evolve progressively by finding product-market fit through 

meaningful community participation. It is evident that inflation is increasingly a hot topic and 

people might have varying yet solid stances on it. UnitDAO would allow a healthy community to 

mushroom around the topic of inflation with an eye to building models that are superior compared 

to currently provided by world governments, since our solution will be auditable, transparent, and 

cryptographically proven to be accurate.  

 

Additionally, UnitDAO’s intention is to proactively develop algorithmic strategies to create a 

purchasing-power-stable unit of account mechanism. Indeed, the farthest reaches of our ultimate 

ambition is to create a global rules-based Universal Basic Income (UBI) decentralized service that 

over time will decouple algorithmically and transparently from the ever inflating, value-draining fiat 

alternatives of the old world.   

 

 

Governance & Tokenomics 
 

We plan on following the principles of progressive decentralization in order to realize the vision of 

a truly decentralized and censorship-resistant inflation calculation and research framework. 

Hence, we plan on using a ‘DAO First Approach’25 in order to decentralize from the very beginning. 

We believe that doing so would invite a healthy response from the wider community.  

 

To this end, we have taken the first step by loading a Gnosis multisig wallet with $100K USD in 

USDC. While our identities must remain anonymous for our individual security, we hope our 

gestures are a strong indicator of the seriousness in which we take our proposition.  

 

Realizing UnitDAO can be seen as a two-step process, we plan on creating an incubator DAO on 

Aragon called RiseDAO. This would ensure that decentralization is realized from the very 

beginning and early team member incentives are well aligned. RiseDAO would act as  a training 

ground for the eventual  realization of UnitDAO. Governance decisions on RiseDAO would be 

enacted using tokens specific to RiseDAO. These tokens would be called $UDV (for UDVote).  
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The initial capital provided by seeders and the final DAO tokens would be stored in the RiseDAO 

treasury. This initial capital would be used to support liquidity and network effect creation through 

liquidity bootstrapping26. Once liquidity bootstrapping (LBP) is successfully completed, we will 

move on to create UnitDAO as the second step. 

 

The UnitDAO token would be an ERC-20 token, or something of the like, to be used for 

governance and utility. It would be called $UNID. As a governance token, $UNID would allow 

holders to propose changes and vote on proposals to collectively control the diamond for the 

inflation protocol. 

 

 

The final token distribution model for UnitDAO 

 

Below are some of the activities that owning a $UNID would allow access to: 

 

1. Tabling proposals 

2. Voting on proposals 

3. Rewards based on DAO income into the treasury 

4. Subsidized personalized dashboard access 

5. Subsidized data downloads 

6. Greater rewards on acting a Data Runner, acting as a Proof of Stake 
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Some of the governance decisions owning a $UNID would allow a say on are: 

 

1. New data sources to be included to calculate inflation estimates 

2. Category data weights research referendums 

3. UnitDAO’s revenue agreement terms with Data Providers 

4. Amounts and mode of UnitDAO Participants’ pay 

5. Vote delegation 

6. Addition of new countries to the UnitDAO product offerings 

 

We plan on utilizing open source tools from Coordinape in the beginning to scale and perform 

basic DAO operations. This would also allow us to study the community’s needs and offer a better 

experience when designing our own on-chain governance process. 

 

Once the community growth rises in terms of engagement around the core principles, we plan on 

using a three tier approach inspired by Polkadot’s governance model. Owning a $UNID would 

make you eligible for voting on proposals or tabling a proposal but free agents can form 

committees to come together and work on shared goals based on a common vision.  

 

These committees can table a proposal for improvements to the platform and be rewarded if the 

proposal passes, subject to a lock-in period. They will have to stake their $UNID tokens for that 

period and wait for the integration of their changes on the platform. An average token holder can 

increase the weight of their vote for staking their token for longer periods of time. 

 

Finally, a council would act as a supreme authority in case of need for arbitrations on decisions. 

These council members would be selected based on their track record with the DAO and their 

credentials. This council can also act as a backstop in case of protocol emergencies. It is still 

early to envision a custom governance process for UnitDAO and we would rather proceed slowly 

than optimizing too early.  

https://coordinape.com/
https://wiki.polkadot.network/docs/learn-governance
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Roadmap 
 

We plan on prioritizing the creation of our incubator DAO called RiseDAO and MVPs for the 

ecosystem web dashboard and mobile application. This would allow us to decentralize from the 

beginning and accelerate our path toward finding product-market fit. 

 

Below is a detailed breakdown of the components and their expected timelines: 

 

• Component: RiseDAO    Timeline: December, 2021  

 

We plan on using the Aragon DAO Company Template to start the journey of progressive 

decentralization and align early incentives. Instituting this small scale DAO for MVP 

development would ensure that we do not risk scaling arbitrarily and can focus on 

developing solid core ecosystem fundamentals.  

 

• Component: Web Inflation Dashboard MVP    Timeline: February, 2021  

 

We want to ensure that we stay true to the project ideals of transparency, censorship-

resistance and flexibility for future platform scaling. Hence, we expect to be spending 

considerable time on development of web scrapers, exploration of quality data acquisition 

partnerships, oracle integration and smart contract framework development. Simulations 

and Audits for the smart contracts might push this timeline by a few weeks.  

 

• Component: Mobile App MVP    Timeline: April, 2021  

 

Once we are able to deliver a robust backend driving the web dashboard, it should be a 

straightforward path toward the mobile app development, since the backend would 

essentially be the same. We will need to develop accurate and reliable machine learning 

based receipt processing tools which could consume considerable time at this stage. 

 

• Component: UnitDAO    Timeline: May, 2021  

 

With both web and mobile app MVPs ready, we then plan on launching UnitDAO with 

liquidity bootstrapping to capitalize its treasury and generate network effects. Community 

building and early operations would be coordinated using open source tools such as 

Discord and Coordinape.  

 

Upon creation of UnitDAO, the broader community would take over technical product 

development and further operations. We hope there are educational initiatives in the pipeline for 

the future to elevate the discussion around inflation in popular culture. Our aspiration is to get 

people thinking about the topic of inflation seriously. Whether they decide to then hedge for 

inflation through Bitcoin27 exposure or more traditional methods is up to them. 
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Conclusion 
 

Inflation has been leveraged by the powers that be to play geo-political games with global 

populations for the short-term interests of the ruling class. With the advent of the Internet and 

Blockchain technologies, humankind shall finally enter into a new golden age, a digital 

renaissance, where the socio-economic playing field will be leveled – indeed, with the advent of 

a rules-based algorithmic stable unit of account that is unpegged to fiat’s dwindling value, our 

species can finally begin to play fair economic games with one another at scale to create a more 

equitable world.  

 

The first step is to recognize there is a problem. The next is to build solutions that are transparent, 

provably fair, and irrefutable, so much so that anyone around the world can analyze the reported 

data and know without a doubt that the historical trends of inflation are slowly and surely 

decimating the savings of the general population. We believe the answer lies in crowd-sourcing 

data acquisition for baskets of goods from multiple jurisdictions and incentivizing this behavior 

through the awarding of tokens for honest participation. Furthermore, through the utilization of 

data scraping technologies, such data will be processed through multiple individual entities to 

ensure data quality consensus and fault-tolerance for reporting on-chain via decentralized 

Oracles. Bring these parts of the puzzle together will allow us to create an auditable real-time 

solution to measuring inflation. Without such a service, inflation will metastasize and permeate at 

an almost imperceptible rate unbeknownst to the average citizen, until it's too late.  

 

With a transparent data-governance system and an intuitive and easy to understand user 

interface, our goal is to create tools that even the average high school student can understand. It 

must be simple, participation must be enjoyable, and above all else, we must bootstrap a 

movement by stirring the hearts and minds of cypherpunks that’ll shape the future of the Internet 

for all.  

 

The initial seed funds being held in our multi-sig wallet is testament to our sincerity towards this 

mission. The stakes are high. Creating a minimally biased inflation reporting framework is a step 

in the right direction that will help us to measure the truth and you won’t have to take anybody’s 

word for it. With the entrance of Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs), which are essentially 

just digitized fiat with possibly devastating consequences, the stakes have perhaps never been 

higher for the preservation of individual liberty. 

 

The ultimate end goal of UnitDAO is the creation of an algorithmic, decentralized, cryptographic 

unit of account, medium of exchange, and store of value that is pegged to purchasing power, not 

to inflating fiat currencies.  

https://gnosis-safe.io/app/#/safes/0xa34E7C551f41B151864EBFAcBd317D2C681Fe463/balances
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